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ABSTRACT

In this paper the implementation of one-delay carrier track-
ing loops in GNSS receivers that utilized hardware corre-
lators is proposed. The previously adopted two-delay so-
lutions were justified in the necessity of providing a phase
reference to the correlator before the beginning of the cor-
relation interval. However, this constraint can be relaxed
by utilizing other phase reference and compensating the
resulting correlation value accordingly after its computa-
tion. The proposed one-delay loop implementation is par-
ticularly useful for high dynamics conditions and therefore
the UFA-PLL structure associated with an optimal digi-
tal loop filter was adopted for the analysis presented in
this work. The optimum digital loop filter structures, pre-
viously derived for the case of two-delay carrier tracking
loops, are updated under the one-delay condition. The ob-
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tained results are quite similar, with the novelty that the ex-
tra pole present in the former solution is not present any
more. Two particular cases are analyzed by simulation
to determine the pull-out performance and the associated
tracking thresholds. First, a loop with correlation time of
T = 10ms is shown to be able to track acceleration steps
of 20g with similar performance than the previously ob-
tained using two-delay implementations with T = 5ms and
the same 75.6Hz bandwidth. In this case, doubling the cor-
relation time imply a great reduction in the computational
burden. Secondly, the same pull-out performance is shown
in two T = 10ms loops, one with two delays and 37.8Hz
bandwidth and the other with one delay and 19.8Hz band-
width. In this case, half bandwidth imply half variance of
the estimated phase, which is equivalent to an improvement
of 3dB in the signal to noise ratio.

1 INTRODUCTION

Close-loop estimation schemes are usually chosen for real-
time GNSS receivers due to their high computational effi-
ciency. However, the presence of high user dynamics com-
promises the validity of well-known and long-established
traditional carrier tracking techniques, thus calling for the
development of new robust carrier tracking algorithms [1].
In [2] we proposed the Unambiguous Frequency Aided (UFA)
PLL, a completely digital approach for these receivers, which
has notable improvements over the classical and widely
adopted FLL-assisted-PLL [3, 4]. The limitations in the
analog-like loop design approach utilized up to that mo-
ment explain that the practical acceleration limit reported
for GNSS tracking loop was 5g and other more complex
estimation structures were considered for high dynamics
applications [5]. The pull-out performance of the UFA-
PLL was presented afterwards in [6], along with an analyt-
ical approximation that allows tuning the loop bandwidth
and the correlation interval duration to minimize that prob-
ability. In that work, we showed that our UFA-PLL design
optimized for accelerations steps of 20g can produce a 3dB
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improvement in tracking threshold over previous design ap-
proaches and that even for that accelerations the correlation
interval does not need to be shorter than 5ms. The track-
ing threshold estimated with this approximation at that mo-
ment was 34 dB/Hz for a loop with 75.6 Hz bandwidth.
Actually, the tracking threshold of this loop was obtained
more precisely by mean of Monte Carlo simulations pre-
sented in [7], where the value for 20g acceleration steps is
31.5dB/Hz. It is important to notice that the criterion uti-
lized to define the tracking threshold in this later paper was
modified from the one utilized in the former, considering
how this threshold is measured experimentally.

One important aspect for the optimization of the loop filter
is the number of delays present in the loop implementation.
When the correlation stage is implemented in hardware,
usually the correlation parameters have to be set before the
starting time of the correlation interval. This fact imposes
two hardware delays when closing the loop, situation that is
typically present in GNSS receiver despite that sometimes
it is not considered in the loop design. In [2] a digital loop
design for carrier tracking loop was presented taking into
account this constraint. Due to the presence of these two
delays in the loop, the phase estimate obtained at a given
instant is not computed with measurements up to this in-
stant, but with measurements up to two previous instants.
The real-time constraint does not allow taking advantage of
this for the loop itself, but it is possible to improve its esti-
mates by smoothing them with more recent measurements
for other purposes as data detection and raw data genera-
tion for the navigation stage of GNSS receivers. Based on
the loop state variables of the digital UFA-PLL design, op-
timally smoothed estimators for the phase and frequency of
the received signals can be easily built [8].

In this work we present a new way of processing the cor-
relations obtained in a real-time GNSS receiver with hard-
ware correlators that allows implementing phase tracking
loops with only one delay. The key idea behind this ap-
parently contradictory statement is to realize that the phase
utilized as reference by the correlator is not so relevant.
Actually, after the result of the correlation has already been
obtained it can be compensated so that the result is com-
pletely equivalent to the one obtained with another phase
reference. By implementing this compensation, the annoy-
ing extra delay present in this kind of tracking loop im-
plementations can be effectively avoided. That is not the
case for the frequency estimate, which can affect the sig-
nal to noise ratio of the received signal if its error grows
to levels comparable to the inverse of the correlation inter-
val. Fortunately, the typical frequency errors obtained with
either one-delay or two-delay optimum digital UFA-PLL
loops implementations are at least one order of magnitude
smaller, and therefore the compensation does not affect the
behavior of the loop in terms of signal to noise ratio. More-
over, since the one-delay loop has a faster response, the

ability to deal with high dynamics is improved without in-
creasing the loop bandwidth, and without degrading the
tracking threshold.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II review the
discrete models used for the two-delay loos and justifies
the possibility of implementing a real-time carrier tracking
loop with only one-delay. The necessity of a frequency es-
timate in both cases, that can not be implemented with one
delay is also discussed. Frequency estimates that can be de-
rived from the same phase loop filter variables are proposed
for both loop types. Simulations showing that the obtained
frequency errors during acceleration steps are small enough
are also presented. In section III we adapt the derivation of
the optimum loop filter for acceleration steps presented in
[2] for the one-delay loop implementation. The obtained
results are coincident with the expressions for the optimal
one step smoothed phase estimated proposed in [8] as a
mean to improve the phase estimation error obtained with
a two-delay loop. Notice that at that time the possibility
of actually implementing a real-time carrier tracking loop
with one-delay was not already conceived. Expressions and
curves for obtaning the normalized loop bandwidth BNT
are also provided. In section IV, the pull-out performance
of different loop implementations are obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation. Results show that tracking of 20g accel-
eration steps can be effectively done with a 10ms correla-
tion interval tracking loop, which imply a great reduction in
the computational burden in a GNSS receiver. The result-
ing tracking threshold is of approximately 32dB/Hz when
the bandwidth is kept at 75.6 Hz, the same value of the
previous 5ms two-delay implementation. Another example
comparing two 10ms loops is also presented, showing that
the same pull-out performance can be obtained with half
the bandwidth if the two-delay is replaced by a one-delay
implementation. Finally, the conclusions are given in sec-
tion V.

2 DISCRETE LOOPS MODEL

The usual starting point for the model of a GNSS receiver
tracking loop are the in-phase and in-quadrature correla-
tions of the received signal with the locally generated repli-
cas. For a given satellite received with carrier power to
noise power spectral density C/N0 and for the i-th integra-
tion interval of duration T , they can be expressed as [9]

Ii = Di sinc(∆ fi) R(∆τi)cos(π∆ fi +∆θi)+ nIi (1)

Qi = Di sinc(∆ fi) R(∆τi)sin(π∆ fi +∆θi)+ nQi (2)

where ∆τi = τi− τ̂i is the code delay estimation error, ∆ fi =
fi − f̂i the frequency estimation error and ∆θi = θi − θ̂i
the phase estimation error, all assumed to be constant dur-
ing the integration time. The sequences nIi and nQi are
uncorrelated white gaussian noise processes with variance
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the UFA-PLL model with two delays.

σ2 = 1/(2TC/N0), R(·) is the code correlation function
and sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx). These expressions assume that
there are binary data bits Di = ±1 in the satellite signal,
such as BPSK in the GPS civil signals or BOC modula-
tion in modernized GNSS signals, and that the correlations
are computed within one data-bit period. Thus, it is as-
sumed that a bit synchronization stage has already taken
place. After the initial code synchronization stage, small
delay estimation errors can be assumed and then the func-
tion R(·) can be approximated by 1, i.e. assuming perfect
code synchronization. In this case, (1) and (2) reduce to

Ii = Di sinc(∆ fi) cos(∆φi)+ nIi (3)

Qi = Di sinc(∆ fi) sin(∆φi)+ nQi (4)

where ∆φi = φi − φ̂i, with the definitions φi = π fi + θi and
φ̂i = π f̂i + θ̂i, that can be interpreted as the input and es-
timated phases respectively corresponding to the middle
of the correlation interval. The factor sinc(∆ fi) has been
kept since it accounts for the effect of frequency errors
that can be relevant in the tracking threshold determination
although it is not considered directly in the carrier phase
tracking loop model. A more convenient expression to han-
dle the in-phase and in-quadrature correlations is to com-
bine them into a complex one,

Ci = Ii + jQi = Di sinc(∆ fi) e j∆φi + ni (5)

where the sequence ni is a complex white Gaussian noise
process with variance σ2

c = 1/(TC/N0).

The carrier phase error, i.e. the phase of Ci, is typically
obtained in digital loops using the inverse tangent phase
discriminator because it is optimal (maximum likelihood
estimator), it is not amplitude dependent, and the computa-
tional burden of calculating tan−1(·) can be avoided with a
short lookup table. Therefore,

ei = tan−1(Qi/Ii) = ∠Ci =
[

∆φi + nφi

]

π . (6)

The notation [·]π indicates that its argument is kept within
the interval (− π

2 ,
π
2 ] by adding or subtracting π as many

times as is needed. The zero-mean noise term nφi has a
rather complicated probability distribution because of this
non-linear transformation but in high C/N0 conditions can

be approximated by a gaussian distribution with zero mean
and variance σ2. A four-quadrant tan−1(·) can only be used
when tracking pilot signals, i.e. without data modulation.
For the rest of GNSS signals, two quadrant versions are
used since the discriminator becomes sensitive to the BPSK
data modulation.

Regarding to the Unambiguous Frequency Aided (UFA)
phase discriminator, it can be said that it adds memory to
the previous phase discriminator in such a way that the im-
plicit loop frequency error is taken into account and there-
fore it gives to the PLL the advantages of an FLL, but
avoiding the annoying aspects of coupling two different
loops in the so called FLL-asisted-PLL [3]. More con-
cretely, in its two quadrant version the UFA phase discrim-
inator corrects the instantaneous and ambiguous values of
ei by adding or subtracting an integer number of π. This
correction is such that the difference of successive values
of the corrected phase error ui is less than half a cycle. The
equation that implements the UFA phase error discrimina-
tor, with starting value u0 = e0, is

ui = ei − Iπ(ei − ui−1) (7)

where Iπ(x) = x− [x]π is an operation similar to the inte-
ger part function, but with steps at the multiples of π [2].
One equivalent description of the UFA is to consider it as
a modified tan−1(·) function that produces output values in
the range (−π/2+ui−1,π/2+ui−1] instead of (−π/2,π/2].

2.1 Two delay UFA-PLL Model

The digital loop model we were using during the last years,
is shown in Fig. 1, where the filter coefficients (p1, p2, p3,
and the extra pole in z = C) are defined by the loop fil-
ter design [2, 8]. Since the loop filter is intended to track
acceleration steps, it has three accumulators, i.e. a type
3 loop, plus an extra-pole that acts as a compensation for
the two delays. It must be remembered that the two delays
are present because of the real-time implementation of the
loop feedback. One delay is due to the time spent in the
I and Q calculations. The other delay appears because the
estimated values used in the present correlations have to
be known before the calculations begin. That is, the value
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Figure 2. Phase error of two-delay UFA-PLL at 40g step.

φ̂i is obtained with the loop filter output of the (i− 1)-th
correlation interval, which in turn is calculated with the es-
timation errors of φ̂i−2. Hence, this second delay appears if
the phase reference used for the correlation computation -
typically implemented in hardware- has to be provided by
the loop output.

It is important to notice that also a frequency estimate is
needed to generate the local replica for the correlations.
The Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) models of Fig. 1
does not show explicitly which frequency estimate is used
in the correlation. Since the output of the last accumula-
tor ci is the loop phase estimate for the next correlation
interval, φ̂i+1, the output of the other two accumulators bi
and ai can be interpreted as the loop estimates of frequency
and change of frequency for the same interval respectively.
However, as it was already mentioned, the loop tracks the
sequence of phases at the middle of each correlation inter-
val and bi is the difference between them. Hence, bi is a
better frequency estimate for the beginning of the interval.
Therefore, the frequency estimate for the (i+1)-th correla-
tion interval can be improved doing

f̂i+1 = bi + ai/2 (8)

i.e., propagating the bi value to the middle of the interval
with the loop change of frequency estimate. This frequency
estimate can be shown to be unbiased when tracking accel-
eration steps. Also important is to consider the effect of
amplitude reduction that the frequency error can produce
in the received signal through the sinc(·) function. As an
example of the behavior of loops models that will be fur-
ther characterized in the section IV, one snapshot of the
phase and frequency errors of a two-delay UFA-PLL with
75.6Hz bandwidth and C/N0 = 32dB/Hz are presented in
Figs. 2 and. 3 for an acceleration step of 40g. In the latter
it can be seen that -after the initial transient- the frequency
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Figure 3. Frequency error of two-delay UFA-PLL at 40g step.

error is unbiased and that the maximum frequency error is
about 37Hz. This error imply a signal level reduction of
approximately 2dB that can be of certain importance in the
pull-out response of the loop.

2.2 One delay UFA-PLL Model

The key idea to implement a carrier tracking loop within a
real-time GNSS receiver that has correlators implemented
in hardware is to realize that the phase reference used for
the correlation computation not necessarily has to be pro-
vided by the tracking loop. Indeed, other phase reference
can be used and the obtained result will differ in a pre-
dictable way. Using the complex correlation expression (5),
it is simple to notice that,

Ci = Di sinc(∆ fi) e j∆φi + ni =

= (Di sinc(∆ fi) e jφi + n′i)e− jφ̂i (9)

where the sequence n′i = nie jφ̂i is a statistically equivalent
complex white Gaussian noise process like ni. Therefore,
the loop phase estimate can be applied after the correlation
computation, i.e. rotating the correlation phase, without
any side effect. The resulting scheme for such implemen-
tation is shown in Fig. 4, where for simplicity reasons the
phase reference used in the hardware correlators was arbi-
trarily set to zero. The frequency estimate required for the
local replica generation in the correlators requires more at-
tention. In fact, it is actually the parameter that the loop
needs to provide to the correlation hardware that can not be
avoided. The advantage in this point is that, as long as the
frequency estimation error is sufficiently small, the actual
value of the frequency estimate is not relevant. In the new
formulation of the loop, the output of the last accumula-
tor ci is the loop phase estimate for the present correlation
interval, φ̂i, and the output of the other two accumulators
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the UFA-PLL model with one delay.

bi and ai can still be used to build the frequency estimate.
However, this value should be known one step in advance
to be used in the hardware correlation. Then, the frequency
estimate for the next correlation interval f̂i+1 has to be pre-
dicted with the values bi and ai, which implies a propa-
gation of the frequency estimate of one more sample time
than before. Finally, an unbiased frequency estimate for the
(i+ 1)-th correlation interval is

f̂i+1 = bi + 3ai/2 (10)

As it was done for the two-delay loop, one snapshot of the
phase and frequency errors of a one-delay UFA-PLL with
75.6Hz bandwidth and C/N0 = 32dB/Hz are presented in
Figs. 5 and. 6 for an acceleration step of 40g. Compar-
ing the former with Fig. 2, an important reduction in the
phase error response can be appreciated, which anticipates
a lower tracking threshold for this loop. In the case of the
frequency error, it can be seen that effectively it is unbi-
ased and that the maximum frequency error is a bit lower
than before, approximately 28Hz. The corresponding sig-
nal level reduction is approximately 1dB, that will affect
the correlations results during the peak transient response.
Comparing with Fig. 3, it can also be noticed that after the
transient the frequency error is somewhat higher than in the
one-delay loop. As it was mentioned, for the purposes of
the local replica generation there is no need of more refined
estimator and therefore (10) was chosen because of its sim-
plicity.

3 LOOP FILTER DESIGN

In this section, the digital loop filter design method pre-
sented in [2, 8] considering a two delay loop structure is re-
formulated accounting for the modification on the number
of delays. The design of the digital loop filter is based on an
optimization process that poses the typical loop bandwidth
tradeoff in a quadratic functional which is minimized for
a particular dynamic input. This criteria was proposed to
obtain optimum analog loop filters in 1955 in [10], with
results that became classics in PLL design literature. It
consists in the minimization of a functional formed by the
weighted sum of the output noise power of the loop σ2

N ,
and the energy of the transient response of the loop error

caused by a given input φ[n] , ET (φ[n])

J = σ2
N +λ2ET (φ[n]) (11)

where λ2 is a weighting factor that controls the tradeoff
between noise and transient response, i.e. the loop band-
width. Since the functional uses the energy of the transient
response, the optimum filter must produce a zero stationary
response for the given input.

Calling F(z) to the loop-filter transfer function to be found,
without including the delay, and considering a linear model
for the loop, its close loop transfer function is

T (z) =
F(z)z−1

1+F(z)z−1 = Y (z)z−1 (12)

where Y (z) can be any rational and stable transfer function.
Then, the optimization process can be posed directly in
terms of Y (z), minimizing the functional J(Y (z)), in (11).

Assuming that the input noise is white with power espec-
tral density η/2, the variance of the output noise can be
calculated as

σ2
N =

η
2

∫ π

−π
|Y (e jω)|2 dω

2π
=

η
j4π

∮
Y (z)Y (z−1)

dz
z

(13)

where Y (e jω) is the frequency response of Y (z) and the last
integral extends over the unit circle of the complex plane.

Using Parseval theorem and naming φe[n] to the loop error
response for the input φ[n], we can found

ET (φ[n]) =
∞

∑
n=0

φe[n]2 =
∫ π

−π
|φe(e jω)|2dω

2π
=

1
j2π∮

φ(z)φ(z−1)[1−Y(z)z−1][1−Y(z−1)z]
dz
z

(14)

where φe(z) = φ(z)[1−Y (z)z−1] is the z transform of φe[n]
and φ(z) the z transform of φ[n]. Then replacing (13) and
(14) in (11)and defining γ2 = 2λ2/η, we get the expression
of the functional (11) with explicit dependence of Y (z)

J(Y (z)) =
η

j4π

∮
{

Y (z)Y (z−1)+ γ2φ(z)φ(z−1)

[1−Y(z)z−1][1−Y(z−1)z]
} dz

z
(15)
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Figure 5. Phase error of a one-delay UFA-PLL at 40g step.

which is minimized applying variational calculus.

The optimum Y (z) obtained after these calculations is given
by

Y (z) =
X(z)z
ψ(z)

(16)

where ψ(z) is a minimum phase rational function obtained
from the following espectral decomposition

ψ(z)ψ(z−1) = 1+ γ2φ(z)φ(z−1) . (17)

This is always possible because the term on the right has an
even number of poles and zeros. Poles, as well as zeros can
be separated in two sets. If zi belongs to a set, 1/zi belongs
to the other. Hnece, if zi is within the unit circle, there
is also 1/zi outside the the unit circle. Finally a rational,
minimum phase and stable ψ(z) can be found. The function
X(z) is stable, rational and is found by the following parcial
fractions decomposition

γ2φ(z)φ(z−1)

ψ(z−1)
= X(z)+W(z−1) (18)

That is, X(z) retains the poles inside the unit circle and the
rest form W (z−1), and then W (z) is a stable function too.

It is interesting to note that only the last equation of the
three that determine the loop filter is different from the two
delays formulation. This relationship was exploited in [8]
to create optimal smoothing structures based on the two
delay loop filter estimates. Using these three equations, an
optimum loop filter design can be obtained for a particu-
lar input that account for considered dynamic scenario. In
particular, one case of interest practical is an acceleration
step[2], and therefore the considered input is a frequency
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Figure 6. Frequency error of a one-delay UFA-PLL at 40g step.

ramp

φ(z) =
∆̇ωT 2

(1− z−1)3 (19)

where ∆̇ω is the rate of frequency change. Then, denoting
ν= ∆̇ω2T 4 γ2, (z−1)6−νz3 = 0 is the equation that deter-
mines the poles of the system. The six roots of this poly-
nomial can be obtained using the fact that three of them are
the inverses of the other three. This allows us to express the
following equations

z1,2 + z−1
1,2 = 2− 1± j

√
3

2
3√ν

z3 + z−1
3 = 2+ 3√ν (20)

that determine the values of z1 and z2 that are complex con-
jugates and z3 real. Using these values and (17) it is found
that

ψ(z) =
(1− z1z−1)(1− z2z−1)(1− z3z−1)

(1− z−1)3z1/2
1 z1/2

2 z1/2
3

. (21)

Finally, using Eq. (18) and Eq. (16) the optimum closed
loop transfer function is

Y (z) =
C− (A− 3C)z−1+(3C−B)z−2

(1− z1z−1)(1− z2z−1)(1− z3z−1)
(22)

where A = (6− 3zs + zd), B = (8− 3zs + zp) y C = 3− zs,
with zs = z1 + z2 + z3, zp = z1z2z3 y zd = z1z2 + z1z3 + z2z3.

And the optimum loop filter is

F(z) =
C− (A− 3C)z−1+(3C−B)z−2

(1− z−1)3 . (23)

Notice that the definition of the constants A, B and C has
been kept equal to the ones stated in [2], and that the extra
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pole present in the two delay solution is not present any
more. For the purpose of implementation, it is desirable
to express the open loop transfer function as a cascade of
accumulators. Then, (23) can be re-written as

F(z) =
p3 + p2(1− z−1)+ p1(1− z−1)2

(1− z−1)3(1+ p1z−1)
(24)

with p1 = 3C−B, p2 =−A+2B−3C, and p3 = A−B+C.

As it was done in previous cases, the closed loop equivalent
noise bandwidth can be expressed as

BNT =ℜe
{

Res
z=z1

{

Y (z)Y (z−1)
}

}

+
1
2

Res
z=z3

{

Y (z)Y (z−1)
}

(25)

and its plot is shown in Fig. 7, where the range of the
parameter ν has been selected considering bandwidths of
practical interest. Remember that values higher that one
imply that the digital loop is actually amplifying the noise
variance of the input phase noise.

4 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

In this section, simulation to determine the performance a
particular carrier tracking loop in terms of pull-out proba-
bility (POP) for different acceleration and signal levels are
presented. Since a pull-out is an event that can be recog-
nized in an advanced state, a frequency error criterion was
selected to determine it in a relative early stage, as it was
proposed in [7]. Due to the amplitude attenuation caused
by the sinc(·) function included in the simulations, a fre-
quency error is equivalent to a signal power reduction. The
adopted criterion was to declare pull-out if the frequency
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Figure 8. POP of Two-Delay UFA-PLL with T =5 ms and
Bw=75.6 Hz

error exceeds 1/T Hz. In this situation, the signal power is
completely attenuated and then the situation can be consid-
ered as an irrecoverable state. An error of less that 1/T
Hz is a critical situation but still recoverable. For each
value of acceleration and C/N0 100.000 runs of 1 second
(100 or 200 samples depending the case) were computed.
Using the previously mentioned criterion, which run pre-
sented a pull-out event was decided and then the POP esti-
mated. Since the POP is computed for 1 second of tracking
it can be also interpreted as the inverse of the mean-time
to lose lock (MTLL) in seconds. Furthermore, the tracking
threshold can be readily obtained based on this results since
a practical way of defining it is as the C/N0 that produce a
POP of 0.1 in a period of one second.

In first term, the performance of the two-delay loop using
T = 5ms and bandwidth of BN = 75.6Hz -proposed in [6]
as an optimal design for tracking 20g steps- is presented in
Fig. 8 with results coincident with the analysis done in [7].
The resulting tracking threshold is slightly below 32dB/Hz
for the whole range of accelerations simulated. In second
term, the performance of a similar two delay loop with
the same bandwidth but T = 10ms in presented in Fig. 9.
Clearly, its performance -which is better in low dynamics-
is severely affected by acceleration steps of 20g and the
tracking threshold becomes higher than 36dB/Hz. This sit-
uation can be better addressed with a loop with the same
bandwidth but with only one delay, which has the perfor-
mance shown in Fig. 10. The obtained tracking threshold
at 20 g is approximately 32dB/Hz and therefore almost the
same performance of the 5ms loop can be now obtained
with a 10ms loop, which imply a great reduction in the
computational burden of the GNSS receiver. This behav-
ior can be understood if it is noticed that two delays of 5
ms are equal to one delay of 10 ms and then both loops
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Figure 9. POP of Two-Delay UFA-PLL with T =10 ms and
BW=75.6Hz

implement an estimation structure with the same delay, but
being the latter more efficient from the point of view of the
implementation.

One more comparison using T = 10ms is presented to show
the advantages of implementing carrier tracking loops with
only one delay. In Fig. 11 the performance of a two-delay
loop with bandwidth BN = 37.8Hz (half of the previous
one) is presented. As expected, its behavior its very good
in low dynamics but unacceptable for accelerations higher
that 10g. Then, in Fig. 12 the performance of a one-delay
loop with bandwidth BN = 18.9Hz (a quarter of the previ-
ous one) which is practically the same in the whole sim-
ulated range of accelerations and signals to noise ratios.
Hence, using the one-delay loop the phase estimation vari-
ance can be reduced by a half without any additional com-
putational complexity and without any reduction in the pull-
out resistance of the implemented carrier tracking loop.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The possibility of implementing one-delay carrier tracking
loops in GNSS receivers that utilized hardware correlators
has been clearly stated. The constraint of providing a phase
reference to the correlator before the beginning of the cor-
relation interval can be simply relaxed by utilizing other
reference value -zero for instance- and compensating the
resulting correlation value accordingly after its computa-
tion. The local replica frequency still needs to be provided
before the computation starts, but in this case good enough
two-delay frequency predictions can be obtained based on
the loop filter variables. As long as the frequency error is
sufficiently small compared with the inverse of the corre-
lation interval duration, T , the amplitude reduction effect
caused can be neglected and the closed loop phase estima-
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Figure 10. POP of One-Delay UFA-PLL with T =10 and
Bw=75.6 Hz

tion process properly done. The optimum digital loop filter
structure, for a generic input dynamics and in particular for
acceleration steps was derived, as it was previously done
for the case of two-delay carrier tracking loops. The ob-
tained results are quite similar, with the novelty that the
extra pole present in the former solution is not present any
more.

The presence of delays in a digital loop implementation is
crucial when it is intended for operation in high dynamics
conditions. In that cases, the UFA-PLL structure associated
with an optimal digital loop filter design outperforms other
previously proposed closed loop structures, and therefore
it was the selected option for the analysis presented in this
work. The application of the proposed strategy to reduce
the delays present in a carrier loop implementation for loops
intended for operation in low dynamics scenarios, or for
carrier-aided code tracking loops, is of minor importance
due to fact that the utilized bandwidth are so small that even
a continuos-time model of the loop is acceptable.

The convenience of implementing the one-delay carrier track-
ing loop scheme was determined by simulation. In first
place, it was shown that acceleration steps of 20g can be
properly tracked using correlation times of T = 10ms. The
performance of the loop is similar to the previously ob-
tained using two-delay implementations with T = 5ms and
the same 75.6Hz bandwidth. It should be emphasized that
doubling the correlation time imply a great reduction in the
computational burden required for the operation of the car-
rier tracking loop in a real-time GNSS receiver. In second
place, it was shown that in a T = 10ms loop implementa-
tion, the change from two to one delay allows to reduce
the loop bandwidth to half of the original value maintain-
ing the pull-out performance of the loop unaltered. In this
case, the use of a one-delay loop allows to reduce the vari-
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Figure 11. POP of Two-Delay UFA-PLL with T =10 ms and
Bw=37.8 Hz

ance of the estimated phase to the half, which is equivalent
to an improvement of 3dB in the signal to noise ratio.
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